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Cardinal Secretary of State Cardinal Tarcisio Bertone:
Cardinal Romeo criticized Pope Benedict XVI vehemently. According to Romeo, he is too 
concerned with the liturgy and neglects “daily business.” This, Pope Benedict XVI leaves to 
Tarcisio Cardinal Bertone, the Cardinal Secretary of State of the Roman Catholic Church, 
Romeo said.

According to Romeo, the relationship between Pope Benedict XVI and his Cardinal Secretary of 
State Tarcisio Bertone is quite split. In a confidential setting, Cardinal Romeo reported that Pope 
Benedict XVI literally hates Tarcisio Bertone and would love to replace him with another 
cardinal. Romeo added, however, that there was no other suitable candidate for this position 
and that for this reason Cardinal Secretary of State Bertone would unfortunately continue in his 
[current] post.

Furthermore, the relationship between the Cardinal Secretary of State and Cardinal Scola is 
likewise antagonistic and strained, according to Romeo.

Succession to Pope Benedict XVI:
The Holy Father secretly occupies himself with the question of who will be his successor and 
has already selected Cardinal Scola as a suitable candidate, who most closely corresponds to 
his character, Romeo said. Slowly but surely he will prepare and groom him for his pontificate.
At the behest of he Holy Father — according to Romeo — Cardinal Scola was moved from 
Venice to Milan [on June 28, 2011 —transl.] so that from there he can prepare for his pontificate 
without interference. Again and again Cardinal Romeo astonished his interlocutors in China by 
leaking confidential information.

Cardinal Romeo announced self-confidently — in such a way as though he knew this for sure — 
that the Holy Father would only live for another 12 months. During his talks in China he 
prophesied the death of Pope Benedict XVI within the next 12 months. As a possible bearer of 
[inside] knowledge of an assassination plot [Mordkomplott], the cardinal’s assertions were made 
so self-confidently and resolutely that his interlocutors in China were alarmed because they 
understood him to be saying that there is planned an assassination attempt on the Holy Father 
that is to be taken seriously.

Cardinal Romeo felt safe and could not assume that the assertions he made in this secret round 
of talks would make it back to the Vatican by means of third parties.
Romeo prophesied just as self-confidently that even now it had already been secretly 
determined that in any event the successor to Benedict XVI would be a candidate with Italian 
roots.
As related before, Cardinal Romeo emphasized that Cardinal Scola would be elected the new 
Pope after the death of Pope Benedict XVI. Scola, too, has significant enemies in the Vatican, 
according to Romeo.

[translation by Novus Ordo Watch — novusordowatch.org]




